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Today the S&P500 followed suit with tech by confirming an OEW downtrend and therewith the major-3 top. Given 
the weakness of the daily chart (see next page) and the failure for the S&P500 to rally, while the INDU completed 5-

waves up on Monday it is becoming prudent to claim the top as well, and start looking for a bottom. The hourly chart 
below shows now what the most likely count is since the major-3 top. The bounce from SPX2405 to 2440 was the 

largest since the SPX2454 top and as such I’ve labelled them as minor-a and b. Minor-c can now target SPX2390-
2361 depending on Fib-extension (c=a to c=1.618x a). Support is at SPX2406 (purple dashed trendline) and the green 

SPX2380-2405 support/resistance zone. Symmetry breakdown targets SPX2361, but the black uptrend line now 
resides at SPX2385 and may very well act as resistance. Hence, I can’t tell you where price will exactly bottom as all 

we can do is forecast, monitor and adjust, but the above tells me 3 times around SPX2390-2380 (in bold). Thus, let’s 
aim for that first and see what transpires than. Price is in the blue downtrend channel for now and as long as it 

remains in it, the trend is down. Simple. 

Figure 1. SPX hourly chart: minor-c of intermediate-a underway 
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The daily S&P500 chart looks weak with price at the lower Bollinger Band and the band width is starting to expand. 
Price closed below the 50d SMA (didn’t find support) and below the red uptrend line. All TIs are now pointing down, 

wanting to see lower prices, with now an initial non-ideal A.I. sell signal. Symmetry breakdown below SPX2405-2400 
targets SPX2345: the 23.6% retrace. That’s also where intermediate-iv ended and intermediate-v as an EDT started. 

Since EDTs are often entirely retraced; and 4TH waves find often support at the area the prior 1-degree-lower 4TH 
wave ended SPX2345ish is a good target for all of major-4. Also since major-2 was only 38.2%: shallow corrections 

in this strong Bull. Please note I have no idea how major-4 will transpire because 4th waves can do anything they 
want to do so please continue to take this market day-by-day as we have over the past weeks. Major-5 will announce 

it self similarly as Major-1 and intermediate-ii i  did (yellow boxes)   

Figure 1. SPX daily chart: ALL TIs pointing down, price close below 50d SMA and red uptrend line.  
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The NDX is unable to rally and we’l l have to look down to $5575-$5400 for possible price targets (green arrows; c=a 
to c=1.618x a Fib-extensions for minor-c). Support is at the blue and black uptrend lines: $5525, $5475 respectively. 

With the latter being equal to the c=1.382x extension. The blue trendline connects with the intermediate-ii low and 
thus has the potential to form an ideal Elliot Wave Channel. The A.I. and MACD are starting to get seriously oversold, 

and altough OS can always get more OS, both are getting close to levels from which important lows were formed 
(blue horizontal l ines; ~9 and -30; respectively).  

Figure 2. NDX daily chart: TIs back down, Fib-extension at $5575-5400, with support at $5525, $5475. 
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In conclusion: It is rather safe to say the S&P500 topped for major-3 at SPX2454 well-below its ideal SPX2480-2500 
target. The path of least resistance per the daily charts is down and SPX2380-2390 seems to be the next logical 

target from which a meaningful bounce could occur. Please remember 4th waves are very hard to forecast. They 
can take on any form or fashion. In fact IF SPX2385 will be the intermediate-a low for the S&P500, then price can 

still reach SPX2480 for intermediate-b in the form of an irregular flat with intermediate-b = 1.382x a…. Major-4 
can also turn into an “abcde triangle, etc. A sustained drop and close below SPX2385 targets SPX2360 and possible 

SPX2345. For now we’ll take it one target at the time. I hope my forewarnings from weeks ago to “re-assess 
portfolios and cash in winners” has not fallen on death ears.    

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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